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Rygusmul is a language created by Rude Guy Games. It is important to know that this 

language has its flaws, and that many grammatical rules might have been overseen. Please 

note any grammatical flaws, and send a message to rudeguygames@gmail.com, or message 

“RudeGuyGames” on http://www.youtube.com/user/rudeguygames.  

 

Overview 

Rygusmul is a language by Rude Guy Games, as stated above. The language itself is similar to 

a combination between Latin, German, and, to some extent, English, amongst others. 

However, Rude Guy Games tried to make the language be as original as possible.  

The language can be moderately difficult to learn, partly because Rude Guy Games doesn’t 

have the best skill when it comes to creating new languages. He actually tried to make a 

couple languages before, but failed. The languages were trashed, and were forever 

abandoned. They were both called “Mag’ir’by”; named after a small village in which he used 

to live in at the time of creating them, and merged that with his favorite video game 

character, Kirby.  

A Humble Start 

Let’s start with something simple. Below is a table of simple sentences, and a translation:  

Sentence (in Rygusmul) Sentence (in English) Special Notes 

I am Rude Guy Games. Rude Guy Games es.  - 

I am 16 years old. Sesdis iani veter.  - 

What is your name?  Vat is neme visol?  Genitive case; pronoun 

How old are you?  Vat is veto visos? * Genitive case; pronoun 

I live in Norway.  Vini Norgevo.  Locative case 

Where do you live at?  Vi bismo vinus?  Locative case 

I would like to know!  Lemim skovkanisk!  Subjunctive mood                  
+ future III 

* Translates to «What is your age?” There is no “How old are you?” in Rygusmul.  
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MUST-KNOW RULES!!! 

Well, before we can do anything, we need to know some simple rules about the language. 

These rules are extremely important.  

* There are NO definite (i.e. Eng. “the”), nor any indefinite (i.e. Eng. “a, an”) articles, to be 

found. These are, as in Latin, merged with the noun. However, proximal (i.e. Eng. this, these) 

and distal (i.e. Eng. that, those) articles exist. They are conjugated depending on certain 

factors, but those will not be listed here.  

* The language contains all but 4 English letters. These are: J, Q, W, and Y. See the table 

below:  

English letter Approximate Rygusmulic equivalent 

J (j) I (i) 

Q (q) K (k) 

W (w) V (v) 

Y (y) I (i) 

 

The only exception to this would be international words and names that cannot be 

translated, such as… well, Rude Guy Games.  

* Rygusmul is oftentimes an SOV (Subject-Object-Verb) language, meaning the subject (the 

one doing something) comes first, then the target (the object), and finally, the verb (the 

action performed). English is an SVO-language.  
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* Letter pronunciation charts:  

A [a:] or [a] Sur-PASS (br.), add Bara, addens Short “A” before 
double consonant 
and as first letter.  

B [b] Bear Grabotiren  

C [s] or [k] Son, scar Prosozi, 
datacomputuris 

“K”-pronunciation 
usually in foreign 
words.  

D [d] Deck Denatrasirkulus  

E [ɛ] or [e] Debt, bay Terus, meter [e]-pronunciation 
after nasal sounds.  

F [f] or [θ] Flight, thigh Flatikus, kanlokuf “Th”-pronunciation 
after vowels “I”, 
“O”and “U”. 

G [g] or [ʒ] Good, measure Grabos, magnum French “G” after 
vowels “A” and “O”. 

H [h] or [x] Hat, loch Hon Scottish 
pronunciation. 
Optional choice.  

I [ɪ] or [i] Kin, keen Ozenbil, flakotelis Long “I” after 
consonants “L”, “M”, 
“N”, “T” and “V”. 

K [k] Kind Dekar  

L [l] or [lj] Low, “lyew” Flakotelis, leveirin The latter is used in words 
beginning with “L” and 
followed by a vowel (sound). 
The example is not an English 
word; English has no other 
similar-sounding sound.  

M [m] Mind Masivatakivalden  

N [n] No Sufin  

O [ɔ] or [au] Nominative, cow Donusk, Nitodonusk First “O” used in 
most words. Second 
“O” used after “T” 
and “G” sounds.  

P [p]  Portal Kaput  

R [r] or [ʁ] Lat. Rex, Ger. Groß Nutros Both [r] and [ʁ] is 
acceptible.  

S [s] Sound Pistola  

T [t] Tame Stagum  

U [u:] or [u] Food, Lat. Nunc Kaput, stagum Long “U” used to mark stress. 
Stress usually appears in “U” 
after plosives.  

V [v] or [o:] Have, caught Davnis, avte Second “V” used in 
foreign words.  

X [ks] Six Axelit  

Z [ʃ] Shack Prosozi  

- -   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_palato-alveolar_sibilant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near-close_near-front_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_back_rounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_uvular_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_uvular_fricative
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Nouns – Part 1: Beginners’ Starting Point 

Nouns are words that names objects, such as “car”, “road”, and “sky”. Some nouns are 

countable, others are uncountable. A countable noun is a noun after which one can add a 

plural “-s”. An uncountable noun cannot be pluralized. E.g.: “car” is a countable noun (cars), 

whereas “water” is an uncountable noun (well, in the sense of the substance).  

In Rygusmul, the same rules apply. A third form called “accumulative” may also be used, but 

it unnecessary and rather useless. It denotes when something uncountable is in greater 

amounts; usually 10% of the container that is supposed to hold it, such as a glass. If it is 10% 

full, one could use the accumulative uncountable form. This way, it would be something like 

“The glass contains many waters.” This does not make sense in English, but note that the 

word “waters” is in the accumulative uncountable form.  

Conjugation 

Nouns in Rygusmul have three genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter. This is also the way 

it is in Latin and German. All nouns, when turned into pronouns, take each their verbal 

conjugation. This means that one must remember two additional third-person verb endings, 

but will be noted later in this text. See the chart below for detailed information about 

definite and indefinite articles:  

Singular indefinite Singular definite Plural indefinite Plural definite 

Avte Avte Avti Avti 

Pudil Pudil Pudila Pudila 

Ditro Ditro Ditrets Ditrets 

      English translation 

Car The car Cars The cars 

Girl The girl Girls The girls 

Tree The tree Trees The trees 

 

In this example, “avte” equals to “a car/car”, having an indefinite article, and also, “avte” 

equals to “the car”, having a definite article. The same applies to the other two words.  

Also, notice how the words have their own endings. This is because these three words are 

examples of all the three genders of nouns. “Avte” is masculine, “pudil” is feminine, and 

“ditro” is neuter.  
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Nouns – Part 2: Cases 

Rygusmul has 8 cases: Nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, ablative, locative, vocative, 

and the instrumental case. Below is a table of the cases and their endings: 

Case Sng. Masc.  Sng. Fem. Sng. Neut.  Pl. Masc. Pl. Fem.  Pl. Neut.  

Nominative - - - - - - 

Accusative -s -o -s - -ik - 

Dative -t -ot -st -am -im -am 

Genitive -ok -ol -os -on -on -on 

Ablative -ens -ons -suns -ans -ims -ans 

Locative -vo -va -vi -vek -veka -veki 

Instrumental -kum -kim -kum -sulo -sula -suli 

Vocative -ins -ek -on -ens -ens -ens 

 

It is also important to come with some examples. Here is a table with examples:  

Case Example Translation Special notes 

Nominative Avtem. is simat. The car is blue.  - 

Accusative Apomlesn. hati. I have an apple. Note the word order. 
“I apple have.” 

Dative Gere hontm. iln. I gave it to the man.  Pronouns follow the 
same rule nouns do, 
but have different 
endings.   

Genitive Do is avte honokm..  That is the man’s 
car.  

- 

Ablative Ip terensm. 
norelomnis.  

It’s from a northern 
country.  

Just like in Latin, 
adjectives follow the 
noun it describes. 
They are also 
inflected according 
to case.  

Locative Nov is in prekusvin. 
honok.  

It is now in the 
man’s garage.  

“In” is used as a 
particle to give it the 
meaning it has.  

Instrumental Naklus hamalkumm. 

iltresi.  
I am hitting the nail 
with a hammer.  

- 

Vocative Salvo, honiensm.pl.!  Greetings, men!  - 
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If you do not understand what each of these cases do, view the table below:  

Case Significance 

Nominative The subject of the sentence.  

Accusative The object of the sentence.  

Dative The indirect object of the sentence.  

Genitive Possession indicator 

Ablative Tells why, or from where, an action is done. 
(Exceptions do exist; see document 
“Ablative”) 

Locative Tells where the noun (or pronoun) is.  

Instrumental Tells what the action was done with.  

Vocative Tells who the recipient of the sentence is.  

 

Small list of nouns 

In Rygusmul In English 

Avte, -i Car, -s 

Kaktus, -e n. Cactus, -i/-es 

Hon, -i Man, men 

Ditro, -ets Tree, -s 

Pudil, -a Girl, -s 

Divin, -i Sky, -ies 

Membo, -a Cloud, -s 

Fegre, -ets Fire, -s 

Apomle, apomel n. Apple, -s 

Konvomi, -s f. House, -s 

Rasor, rasi m.  Knife, -ves 

Venstra, - f. Window, -s 

Vega, - f. Road, -s 

Parvega, - f. Path, -s 

Lange, -s f.  Language, -s 

 

The plural forms are very easy to remember. All you need to know, is that “he” = “-i”, and 

that “she” = “-a”, and that “it” = “-ets”. He, -i. She, -a. It, -ets.  

Of course, it’s not that simple. Well, not all of them, anyway. Some nouns have, just like in 

English, irregular plural forms. “Apomle” (apple) is a good example. “Apomel” is the plural, 

wherein the “l” and “e” have been switched around. These are nonetheless relatively rare.  

Also, notice how many of the words resemble Latin, German, and Greek words. Avte comes 

from German “Auto”, which in turn comes from Greek “αυτο-“, meaning “self-“. Kaktus 

comes from, well, cactus. Ditro comes from Greek “δέντρο”, meaning… tree… and so forth!  
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Nouns: Part 3 – Names 

Any name, that is, noun that begins capitalized, has its own inflection in cases. There is just 

one for each case, so genders are not an issue.  

Case Inflected ending 

Nominative - 

Accusative -em 

Dative -en 

Genitive -enne 

Ablative -emne 

Locative -ere 

Vocative - 

Instrumental -el 
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Gerund 

In linguistics, a gerund is a noun that stems from an equivalent verb. For instance “learning” 

stems from the present participle of “to learn”, yet its meaning is “the action of learning.”  

“Life is based on exploring, learning, and discovering.”  

The above sentence contains three gerunds: “exploring”, “learning”, and “discovering”. This 

is the English way of the gerund.  

The Rygusmuli gerund is not much different. In fact, one could say it’s very much the same. 

Gerunds are very similar in every language, in that they all play the role stated at the very 

top of this page. The Rygusmuli gerund has two “declinations”: concrete and abstract. 

Concrete verbs are physically performed, while abstract verbs are non-physically, or partial-

physically, performed. Concrete examples include “eat” and “do”. Abstract examples include 

“think” and “search”.  

To form the gerund of a verb, the concrete verbal-nouns have the ending “-obi” added, 

while the abstract verbal-nouns have the ending “-izi”.  

So, without further ado, let’s come with some examples:  

Rygusmul-con. English-con. Rygusmul-abs. English-abs. 

Facobi | Fac- The doing* | Do- Hatizi | Hat- The having | Hav(e)- 

Skribobi | Skrib- Writing | Writ(e)- Esizi** | Es- The being* | Be- 

Comdobi | Comd- The eating | Eat- Koronizi | Koron- The thinking | Think- 

* Note that the words “writing” and “being” do not mean “text” and “creature”, 

respectively.  

* Fully irregularly conjugated verbs use the first person singular as a stem.  
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Adjectives – Part 1: Introduction 

Adjectives are conjugated depending on the gender of the noun, or pronoun, it is describing. 

To be able to understand anything, one needs to take a look at a conjugation table:  

Case Sng. Masc. Sng. Fem. Sng. Neut. Plural 

Nominative -e, -at -a, -et -I, -ut -e, -e 

Accusative -ns, -ns -no, -nu -us, -us -on, -os 

Dative -em, -en -er, -en -em, -en -is, -is 

Genitive -iens, -ios -eros, -onses -sinus, -ios -ter, -ter 

Ablative -omnis, -omnis -emnis, -emnis -imnis, -imnis -amnis, -amnis 

Locative -adi, -edi -ada, -eda -ado, -edo -ader, -eder 

Instrumental -insus, -ensem -ansus, -insem -onsus, -unsem -ada, -ede 

Vocative -arius, -aros -erius, -eros -orius, -oros -esi, -esi 

First ending is the definite, and then come the indefinite.  

In Rygusmul, adjectives follow the noun they describe, just like in Latin. Here are some 

example sentences:  

In Rygusmul English translation Special notes 

Igus cogni asp es. * I find myself to be 
unattractive.  

Informative statements 
always come before the 
adjective.  

Navti ilbe sinada marvo 
navite.  

The white boat sails on the 
blue ocean.  

Direct- and indirect object-
adjectives come before the 
noun if a subjective-adjective 
has already been stated.  

Hon eltat vinite crumet 
konvoni.  

An old man lives in the red 
house.  

- 

* An adjective describing pronouns and being the predicative of the sentence has no ending.  
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Verbs – Part 1: Basic Conjugation Table (present) 

Verbs are conjugated much in the same way as they are in German. They do not, however, 

have any prefixed pronouns. The pronouns are merged with the verb instead, just like they 

are in Latin. Below are the simple conjugations of the English verbs “to be”, “to do”, and “to 

have”:  

Pronoun “to be” “to do” “to have” 

Ige Es Faci Hati 

Vi Us Facus Hatus 

Il Os Facite Hate 

La Is Fastis Hatis 

Ud Is Fastis Hatis 

Na Sins Facins Hatens 

Da Hies Facies Haties 

Inle Pos Fasos Hatos 

Irregular conjugations are written in italic styled text.  

Other verbs:  

Pronoun “to eat” “to write” “to sneeze” 

Ige Comdi Skribi Snerti 

Vi Comdus Skribus Snertus 

Il Comdite Skribite Snertite 

La Comdis Skribis Snertis 

Ud Comdis Skribis Snertis 

Na Comdins Skribins Snertins 

Da Comedies Skribies Snerties 

Inle Comdos Skribos Snertos 
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Present participle (present continuous) 

The present participle (continuous) is a form of the present tense that indicates an action 

that is being done over time. This tense is present in the English language, adding an “-ing” 

ending to the verb.   

“I am listening.” 

In the above sentence, you are not only expressing yourself in the present tense, but in the 

present participle. Without the ending “-ing”, it would be like this:  

“I listen.”  

In the above sentence, you are simply stating that you listen, but not when you’re listening. 

Compare that to the present participle, where you are stating that you are “listening right 

here, right now.” 

In Rygusmul, one adds an ending to the normal present ending. So, it’s an ending added to 

the ending. The endings are as follows (accompanied by the regular present endings): 

Pronoun Ending 

Ige -iboni 

Vi -usbins 

Il -itbusmi 

La -isonto 

Ud -isonto 

Na -insito 

Da -iesoto 

Inle -osmoni 

 

Let’s stack up some examples:  

Rygusmul English translation Notes 

Faciboni lexi menon!  I am doing my homework!  “Menon” is the plural 
genitive of “I”; pronoun.  

Facusbins ud, udvit nit 
facusbins!  

What you are doing is 
something you shouldn’t be 
doing!  

Literally “You doing it, 
something not doing!” 

Comdiboni nutros menos.  I am eating my food.  - 
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Verbs – Part 2: Past and Past Participle 

In Rygusmul, there is a difference between past simple and past participle. In English, it’s 

simply that “the past is used when something happened once; in a short while, and ended in 

the past, and the past participle when it’s about something done over time, and could be 

done in present times.” The same rules apply to Rygusmul, but everything has its own 

endings, though they are very similar to the ones stated in the present conjugation table.  

Pronoun “ate” “wrote” “sneezed” 

Ige cum Skribit Snertit 

Vi cumi Skribut Snertut 

Il cumt Skribet Snertet 

La cums Skribtis Snertist 

Ud cums Skribtis Snertist 

Na cumes Skribient Snertient 

Da cumens Skribiet Snertiet 

Inle cums Skribot Snertot 

 

Pronoun “have eaten” “have written” “have sneezed” 

Ige cens Skribare Snertare 

Vi censi Skribunt Snertunt 

Il censt Skribent Snertent 

La cens Skribtint Snertint 

Ud cens Skribtint Snertint 

Na censes Skribere Snertere 

Da censens Skribire Snertire 

Inle cens Skribure Snerture 
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Verbs – Part 3: Future Tense 

Verbs in the future tense have the role of describing what the subject is going to do in the 

future. It is the opposite of past simple and past participle, and as such, it must have its 

own rules.  

In the future tense, there are two forms: future I, or futurum simple, and future II, or 

futurum complex. In English, the future tense is made by combining the infinitive form of the 

verb with a prefixing of the modal verb “will”. For example, “I will do that.” In Rygusmul, just 

like in all other tenses, there is an ending.  

The endings are as follows:  

Pronoun Ending 

Ige -omoni, -nil 

Vi -omonus, -nul 

Il -omonit, -nitil 

La -omonis, -nitis 

Ud -omonis, -nitis 

Na -omien, -nien 

Da -omies, -nies 

Inle -omos, -nos 

 

So, when a verb such as “to write” is written in the future tense, you just add an ending! 

Simple, right? Yes! If there is more than one future I tense verb, the secondary ending is 

used. The verb whose connection to the subject is strongest takes the primary ending. 

Should the ending not fit, an “o” is prefixed.  

Here are a few examples:  

Rygusmul English translation Notes 

Skribare, i skribiton* 
kontentomoni. 

I have written, and will 
continue to write.* 

Literally means “continue 
the writing”.  

Snertomonus, immi faconul-
surivok. 

You will sneeze after doing 
that.  

- 

Onilius skafomonis. Nothing will happen. “Onilius” takes the third 
person neuter.  

Lokomonit, vat il konos 
faconitil.  

He is going to see what he 
can do.  

“Konos” is the subjunctive of 
“can”.  

* Because there is no infinitive in Rygusmuli sentences, both verbs must be written in the 

future tense.  
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Future II 

The future II tense in Rygusmul have the task of telling the reader/listener that something 

“will have happened” when that time comes. There is no English future II, but it is possible 

to make an approximate equivalent. For instance:  

“I will have done my homework by tomorrow.” 

This example would be entirely different if one were to remove the “have” from the 
sentence.  

To mark the future II tense in Rygusmul, one takes the vowel changes in the future I tense 
and adds… an ending…  

Pronoun Ending 

Ige -initi 

Vi -initus 

Il -iniet 

La -initis 

Ud -initis 

Na -iniens 

Da -inies 

Inle -inios 

 

Again, to make things simple, let’s come up with some examples: 

Rygusmul English translation Notes 

Faciniti lexi menon, pro 
arrivanomonus.  

I will have done my 
homework by the time you 
arrive here.  

Very similar to English; uses 
both future I and II. “Lexi” 
literally translates to 
“books”.  

Nit faciniti ud, pro 
exitomonus.  

I will not do it until you stop.  Just like in the above 
example, the preposition 
“pro” marks the future I 
tense.  
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Future III 

The future III tense in Rygusmul is a bit different from other languages. It’s most easily 

explained as a tense that “allows one to express something that might happen.” This might 

sound mighty odd; the probability of something happening having its own verb tense. 

However, Rygusmul’s primary objective is to be as original as possible, though not 

completely alien, hence there is nothing that can’t be explained.  

How do you form the future III tense? Again, we have to go back to the endings.  

Pronoun Ending 

Ige -kanisk/-xanisk 

Vi -kanusk/-xanusk 

Il -kanit/-xanit 

La -kanis/-xanis 

Ud -kanis/-xanis 

Na -kaniens/-xaniens 

Da -kanes/-xanes 

Inle -kanos/-xanos 

The “x” replaces the “k” if the stem of the verb doesn’t fit with the ending.  

As for the examples, they are very important, especially when something as alien as this is 

being discussed:  

Rygusmul English translation Notes 

Faxanit, ud facun.  Maybe he will do it if you do 
it.  

“[…] if you do it.” Stands in 
the subjunctive mood.  

Helfilkanit vin Rude Guy 
Games?  

Maybe Rude Guy Games can 
help you?  

- 
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Voices 

Voices are forms of a verb that describe the relationship between the verb, the subject, and 

the object. There are many different voices, but Rygusmul only has two: active and passive, 

the two most common.  

Active 

The active voice is the most common voice. Here, the subject does something to the object 

(subject-verb-object). For instance, the sentence “I am eating my food” is in the active voice. 

Here, “I” is the subject, doing something (“am eating”) towards something (“my food”).  

To mark a sentence as active in Rygusmul, one simply has to do… nothing. All of the 

examples stated above this paragraph are all written in the active voice. However, the 

passive voice is, unfortunately, a bit more difficult to get accustomed to.  

Passive 

While the active voice had the subject do something towards the object, the passive voice, 

on the other hand, turns the object into the subject, and vice versa. As an example, let’s 

change around on the sentence above. “The food is being eaten by me.” As you can clearly 

see, “The food” is the subject, and “I” (in this case “me”; being in the oblique case) has 

become the object. English marks the passive voice by adding the “continuous” form (the 

verbs with the ending “-ing”) of the verb’s tense; in this case the “present continuous”, since 

the sentence is in the present tense.  

Rygusmul… by now, there are probably enough endings to take up an entire floppy disk.  

(which is a lot of text, might I add) Therefore, one simply adds an ending to the ending! Of 

course, each tense has its own “ending-ending”, as shown below:  

Tense Ending 
Present -sok 

Past simple -aren 

Past participle -ikis 
Future simple (I) -arensok 

Future complex (II) -arenkonsok 

Future probable (III) -arenpresok 
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Verbs – Part 4: Imperative mood 

For those of you who don’t know what the imperative mood is, it is simply a form of the verb 

stating a command. In English, we simply take the root of the verb, and add the object, or an 

adverb, at which it points. For example, “Work harder!” (Adverbial imperative), or “Do your 

homework!” (Objective imperative). In these two sentences, “work” and “do” are the 

imperatives.  

To construct a command in Rygusmul, one follows much of the same concept, except that 

there are certain endings, depending on who you’re talking to. See the table below:  

Receiver(s) Ending 

Male(s) -il 

Female(s) -la, -ila* 

Combination of male(s) and female(s) 
OR 
Neuter nouns (for example animals) 

-alud 

* If the stem of the verb ends with C, D, F, G, L, P, R, T, X, or Z, then the ending “-ila” is used.  

As always, some examples: 

Rygusmul command English translation 

Facil domopronpl. n. vilst!adj. poss. pl. def. Do your homework! (for male receiver(s)) 

Comdila nutrosn. din! Eat your food! (for female receiver(s)) 

Nit snertalud!  Do not sneeze! (for fem. and masc./neuter 
receivers/receiver) 

 

To make statements a little more polite, one could add the particle “io”, which roughly 

translates to “please”, after the imperative verb.  
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Verbs – Part 5: Subjunctive Mood 

In Rygusmul, the subjunctive mood is used to indicate possibility or wishes. For example, if 

one were to say (that last clause was written in English subjunctive, by the way) “If I were 

you, I would […]” one should instantly recognize the subjunctive mood.  

In order to form a verb in the subjunctive mood, one simply adds a postfix to the past simple 

tense of the verb. The postfix does, once again, depend on whom the verb is supposedly 

going to be, or would be, performed by. Again, to make things simple, a table is in order:  

Pronoun Postfix added 

Ige -im* 

Vi -un 

Il -ir 

La -or 

Ud -ur 

Na -ienus* 

Da -ius* 

Inle -os* 

* Past simple postfix removed and replaced by subjunctive postfix.  

And… what is this guide without another table of examples?  

Rygusmul English translation Special notes 

Cumim nit nutros palkus 
vurs.  

I would have eaten if the 
food weren’t moldy.  

Vurs in this case means 
“were”, which is the 
conditional mood. It is, 
however, the only 
conditional mood word in 
Rygusmul.  

Usne spatsim nit vetemps 
praigno vurs.  

I would have gone outside if 
it weren’t raining.  

*same as above* 

Ud plumin levim skovim. I would like to know about it.  - 
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Adverbs 

Adverbs are phrases which describe how a verb is being done. It’s very much like an 

adjective, which describes a noun (substantive). In English, simply adding an “-ly” suffix to an 

adjective turns it into an adverb.  

Rygusmul is very similar, though it is done in a different way. To make an adverb, one 

attaches it to the verb itself via a hyphen (“-“). After the hyphen, if it describes the verb and 

how it is done, we add the adjective plus the ending “-ubu”.  

Types 

Rygusmul has 6 types of adverbs: adverbs of time, place, ways, degree, sentences, and 

adjectives. Below is a list which describes each type.  

Type Description Example sentence(s) Example translation 

Time Adverbs which 
describe when 
something is done.  

– Facomoni-bieb 
–  

– I will do it now.  

Place Adverbs which 
describe where 
something is done.* 

  

Ways Adverbs which 
describe how 
something is done.  

  

Degree Adverbs which 
describe to which 
degree something is 
done.  

  

Sentence Adverbs which 
function as “spice” in 
a sentence, 
strengthening the 
meaning of the verb 
in question.  

  

Adjectives Adverbs which 
describe how 
something looks 
while doing 
something.  
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Gerundive 

In linguistics, at least Latin linguistics, a gerundive indicates something that “ought to” or 

“must” be done, or deserves to be the object. It has a similar function in Rygusmul, in the 

sense that something “must” or “ought to/should” be done. To create a gerundive, one adds 

the stem of the verbs “must” or “ought to/should” as a prefix. Which one you choose, 

depends on whether or not it “must” or “should” be done.  

Epr-, Epri- Should… 

Don- Must… 

 

It’s rather hard to explain anything in linguistics without examples, so let’s come up with 

some:  

Rygusmul English translation Special notes 

Epricomdi nutros menos. I should eat my food.  When “epr-“ is followed by 
another consonant, an “I” is 
added.  

Donfaci lexi menon.  I must do my homework.  - 

Donesos dins in kvadrin 
kronos. 

I must be there at four 
o’clock.  

“(Don)esos” is the future I 
tense for “Es”. It has the 
gerundive attached.  

 


